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“You Don’t Make Money
When You Sell A Home
You Make Your Money
When You BUY It”
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Why Even Experienced Home Buyers Make Costly Mistakes
When Financing Their Homes…

Dear Friend,
Did you know that your knowledge about home financing can mean the difference
between making and LOSING tens of thousands of dollars?
If you’re like most people, home financing…with all it’s hidden costs and games…can be
a daunting and confusing event. And for about 80% of people out there, borrowing
$100,000…$200,000…or even $500,000 or more is the largest financial transaction you will
incur in your life.
Small mistakes can leverage themselves into HUGE losses of money. That’s why you
need to be armed to the teeth, not only with helpful knowledge, but with proven, helpful
strategies and questions that will get you the very best mortgage for your situation for the
absolutes lowest cost available in the market.
And that’s why I created this report…to give you a number of helpful, straightforward
tips for avoiding costly mistakes and getting the very best financing for your dollar.
Here are 7 strategies (I call them “secrets” because so many home buyers disregard them
when buying a home) you should consider when financing your home…

Secret #1: Clearly Understand How Much Financing You Can Afford
Like it or not, there are 2 guidelines bankers and mortgage lenders use to determine how
much loan you can afford.
The first guideline is the Payment To Income Ratio. This guideline compares your income –
or your total household income – to the amount of mortgage payment you’re considering.
To calculate the “payment” part of the formula, the lender will take the mortgage payment
(principal + interest) and add to it Property Taxes and Insurance. Hence the term “PITI” (principal,
interest, taxes, and insurance).
Usually lenders will loan up to 28% of your total household income.
But before you think you’re home free, there’s something else you need to know…
It’s called the Debt To Income Ratio. Debt refers to ALL the major monthly payments other
than your mortgage payment (PITI). To arrive at this amount, the lender will consider…
Your car payment…
Your credit card debt and payments…
Any IRS liens or payments due…
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Any other payments and debts you have (boat, 2nd home, etc.)
Then, they’ll compare your total debt to your ability to make current payments with your new
home loan added into the equation.
Now, here’s the “stickler.” Each mortgage company sets different limits on your Debt To
Income ratio. Which is why it’s critically important to find a MOTIVATED LENDER.
Don’t follow the “canned” financial advice like you see on TV. Most of that advice is “rule
of thumb,” and designed for the lowest credit rating and highest interest rates.
Think about this…
If you spend 2 or 3 days to find a loan that saves you $40,000 to $150,000 over it’s term,
your time is WELL WORTH SPENT! Doing a little homework on your own will literally save
you thousands over the term of your loan.

Secret #2: Be Financially Prepared – Ahead of Time!
Many people go about the home finding process backwards. They go through the entire
process of searching, evaluating, and writing an offer on their home, WITHOUT being
financially prepared.
And it usually costs them money. Big money!
Doing a few things up front, BEFORE you go searching, will save you a lot of money,
time, and hassles. What are those things?
Here are 3 of them.
First, find a MOTIVATED lender. No, don’t just go down to your local bank where
you’ll likely to be slowly tortured by some bureaucratic “vice president” who makes his bonuses
and gets promoted according to how much paperwork he creates (at YOUR expense) and how
many DECLINES he produced.
You see, the only quota a banker has to live by is: “How many BAD loans did you
originate?”
They don’t get measured by their production…
They don’t get measured by their service…
They only get measured by the MISTAKES THEY AVOID!
Now, I know if your local banker sees this, he’s going to blow a cork, and start reciting
all the ad campaign jargon most banks are spouting these days. But the truth is…
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There Is Absolutely NO Incentive For A Traditional Banker To
Serve Your Interests In Any Way
What you want to do is find a mortgage lender who is MOTIVATED to take your loan.
One who represents many different products, and can offer you many options for making your
loan most affordable.
Here’s an important tip: Ask your REALTOR® to refer one or two lenders to you. Why?
Because Realtors have power over lenders, because they send lots of clients. It’s not just YOU
alone talking to them.
If they don’t give you first class service, the Realtor who sent you will refer (ALL) their
clients to someone else. So they’re motivated to SERVE YOU. And the minute you have a
problem with your loan, you can turn to your Realtor…who has much more influence and
leverage over the lender than you alone.
After all, your Realtor and lender both want to see the transaction close. There’s power
in numbers and influence. Use it to your advantage.
Now, the second thing you want to do is GET PRE-QUALIFIED with a lender. Better
yet, try to get PRE-APPROVED.
Why?
Because the first question any home seller will ask when an offer is presented is “Is your
buyer approved for a mortgage?”
And rightfully so! The seller doesn’t want the deal to fall through because you couldn’t
get financing. When they accept your offer, their home comes OFF the active market. If you
fall through, it costs them time and money.
Plus, there’s one more reason to get pre-qualified or approved…
You Will Have Much More Power To Negotiate
Price And Terms When You’re Financially Qualified!
When you have money behind you, the seller knows your serious. And a serious buyer
ALWAYS has more influence to negotiate. So do yourself a favor, GET PRE-QUALIFIED or PREAPPROVED!
Now, the third way to become financially prepared is to have deposit funds available
immediately. One way to do this is to write a check in the amount of 3% of the highest price you’ve
been qualified for financing.
Make the check out to the Brokers Trust Account, or the Title Agency you will use. The
broker or title company are trustworthy fiduciaries by law, and will hold the check un-cashed until
you make an offer that’s accepted.
Now I know what you’re thinking… “It’ll be a cold day in Ecuador before I write a check
before we’ve even located a home.” I understand.
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But you may want to consider this…
Jim and Susan were buyers from outside their immediate area. Because of their distance,
they could only get together with their agent with 2 days notice. And the market was pretty good.
Three homes came on the market, and were sold before they could get together to visit them.
Twice, they lost other deals because of bidding wars.
Finally, out of frustration, they placed an un-cashed deposit with their broker.
When they finally found the right home, they decided to write an offer…
And because they placed an un-cashed check on deposit, their agent could enter negotiations
with verbal authority to make the offer. And because the agent could demonstrate that he had earnest
funds, the buyers were able to sign a faxed copy of the offer, and their deal was secured.
And it’s a good thing! The very next day, 3 more offers came in on the home they just put
into escrow!

Secret #3: Understand The Basics Of Home Financing
Your ability to afford a home will be related to a number of items. They are…
1. The PRICE of the home;
2. Your DOWN PAYMENT on your home, and thus the amount financed;
3. The INTEREST RATE and POINTS of your loan – the amount a bank charges you for the
money;
4. The TERM of your loan: 10 year, 15 year, 30 year.
5. The overall TYPE of your loan: Most common is fixed vs. variable rates. But there are hundreds
of loan packages to choose from.
And just in case you were looking for a specific “rule of thumb,” for financing your home,
you should know that…
There Are NO General Rules Of Thumb About Financing Your Home.
Each case is different, and your personal financial circumstances will have an impact on how
much home you can afford.
However, you MUST understand the relationship and impact interest rates, term of loan, points,
and type of loan can have on your overall financial picture.
Let’s start with the “amount financed” first. Many people often pay cash or put 20% or more
down as equity. The reasons they do this are…
“The bank required us to…”
“We’ve just always put down this amount…”
“We wanted a lower payment.”
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Problem is, these reasons could cost you thousands of dollars.
The answer for how much you can put down on your home is different for most people.
However, I have learned over time that…
Many People Put Down More Cash On Their Home Than They Need To,
And Could Have Received A Better Return On Investment Had
They Invested The Money Instead Of Putting It Into Their Home
Here’s a simple and fast way to “ballpark” the actual annual return on investment you get
from the money you put down on your home:
1. Take a look at the homes in your area. How much have they appreciated, each year on
average, over the past 5 years? For example, you might find that values have increased
an average of 1.5% a year.
2. Now, take the total cost of your home, multiply that value times 1.5% (the average
expected annual appreciation of your home). For example, a $150,000 home increasing
value at 1.5% for the first year. Thus, the home will be worth $2,250 more a year from
now.
3. Now, divide the amount of increase in your home ($2,250 in the example) by the total
amount of Down Payment you put into the home. For example, if you put down 20% (or
$30,000), then $2,250/$30,000 = 7.5%.
Now 7.5% sounds like a fair investment. But the question you need to ask is this: Can you
make more than 7.5% elsewhere?
And did you notice something else here? Had you put down just $15,000, your return on
your Down Payment would be 15%!
The moral of the story: Putting more money into your home may make your banker happy,
because it lowers the risk of getting his money out if you default.
And it may make your overall payment a little lower…
But it may be a wiser decision to put less into your home, IF you can locate an alternate
investment that will pay greater interest on your hard-earned equity.
Now, let’s shift gears a little and talk about the impact Term and Interest rate will have on
your overall financial picture…
How INTEREST RATE and TERM can make or COST you thousands.
Mortgage lenders toss around interest rate numbers as if they didn’t matter.
They DO!
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And to illustrate the impact interest rates can have on your overall financial picture, I’ve
presented a table below showing the interest you pay over the term of a 30 year, $150,000 loan at
8%, 7% and 6%.
And here’s the clincher: Just ONE percentage point on a $150,000 loan can cost you almost
$37,000 over the term of the loan! TWO percentage points will cost you over $72,000!!
Your banker might tell you his “slightly higher rate” is only a matter of $103 a month in
payment. But YOU should know better! Take a look at the table below…
Loan Amount

Interest Rate

Monthly Pmt.

Interest Paid

Savings

$150,000

8%

$1,101

$246,233

--

$150,000

7%

$998

$209,263

$36,970

$150,000

6%

$899

$173,757

$72,476

That’s money taken out of your pocket if you don’t look for good rates!
And if you think interest rate has an impact on your overall financial picture, take a look at what
modifying the TERM of your loan can do…
Here’s another example of a $150,000 loan at 7% interest. But this time, we examine the total
interest paid when you select a 30 year vs. a 15 year vs. a 10 year amortization…
Term

Interest Rate

Monthly Pmt.

Interest Paid

Savings

30 Year

7%

$998

$209,280

--

15 Year

7%

$1,348

$92,640

$116,640

10 Year

7%

$1,742

$59,040

$150,240

The “bottom line?” Estimate the maximum amount of payment you can afford, and adjust
TERM and INTEREST RATE of your loan to minimize the amount of total interest you’ll pay.
But then your banker cuts in and says, “but the interest you pay is Tax Deductible…” And you
should know this: If you’re in the 28% tax bracket, for every dollar in interest you pay, you only
save 28 cents. Don’t go spending a dollar to save 28 cents if you can help it!
Here’s How To Instantly Know How Many Points You Should Pay…
Another consideration in the formula is the amount of POINTS your lender will charge you to
initiate your loan. And what you’ll notice is there’s a GAME being played with you.
And if you don’t know the rules of the game, YOU LOSE!
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Sitting across from a banker while he throws obscure numbers at you like you’re a human
dartboard can be pretty overwhelming. And frequently you’ll hear terms like “7.5% with 1.5 points,”
or “7.25 with 1 point.”
All-the-while you’re thinking to yourself, “I have no idea what the financial impact of this guy’s
blabbering means to me.” And quite frankly, your banker knows…
The Less You Know About What You’re Paying
The Better For HIM!
So hopefully this little “ballpark” example will help you quickly determine the best points-tointerest rate for you. How many points should you pay, and what formula is best for you? Here’s a
little help…
If a banker is giving you several options of interest rates and points, you need to sort out the
financial consequences so you don’t lose money. Say, for example, you were considering 2 loans.
Both are for $150,000, and both are 30 year amortization.
DEAL #1: One loan he offers you is 7.5% with 0 points for origination…
DEAL #2: Another loan he offers you is 7%, but he wants 2 points to originate the loan.
What’s the ONE factor that will determine which loan is better?
How LONG You Keep The Loan!
The first thing you need to think about is how long you’re going to live in that home. The
average homeowner spends about 5.5 years in their home before selling for whatever reason.
So, for example sake, let’s say you plan to live in the home 5 years. Here’s how you
determine which deal is better…
1. Take the difference in monthly payments (principal and interest only) of EACH loan…
2. Multiply that amount by 12 months to get the annual amount of difference…
3. DIVIDE that amount into the $$ amount of points you pay to determine the number of years at
which you recover the points paid up front. If the number of years is LESS than your anticipated
time in your home, you’ll be better off paying the points and getting the lower rate. If it’s higher
than you plan to spend in the home, opt for the lower points.
Here’s an Example…
Loan

Points

$$ Points

Interest Rate

Mo. Payment

#1, $150,000

0

$0

7.5%

$1,049

#2, $150,000

2.5

$3,750

7.0%

$998
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1. The difference in monthly payments is $51 a month ($1049 - $998 = $51).
2. $51 X 12 months is a savings on (approximate) interest of $612 per year.
3. Total Cost Of Points divided by $612 is 6.13 years ($3,750/$612 = 6.13).
The result? If you stay in your home for 5 years, you will NOT recoup the points you paid up
front with the savings in a lower interest rate. Recoup time is about 6 years and 2 months to
breakeven.
So your best bet would be to select loan #1.
If, however, you planned to keep your home beyond 6 years and 2 months, you’d be better
off with loan #2 (i.e. the overall savings in interest rate will exceed the amount you paid in points –
not considering the time value of money).
Are you starting to see how important it is to understand your home’s financing? How
important it is to shop for the best rates, terms, and points?

Secret #4: Know The “Insider Secrets” Mortgage Lenders Use To
Take Money Out Of YOUR Pocket!
OK, so you’ve decided you know how much you want to put down on a home. You
know the importance of understanding Term vs. Rate and how Points affect your loan. You’re
ready to move forward.
Before you sit down and sign on the bottom line, you’re next step is to understand the
language you’re going to see, AND the hidden areas you might need to pay more than you
should. And remember this…
Many Of The Fees And Costs You Think Are Not Negotiable
Are Very Much Negotiable
And if not negotiable, you can certainly learn how to effectively judge one loan program
from another, and make the right decision for your situation. That’s what you’re going to learn
to do here.
So let’s cover first things first. When shopping for a mortgage, you better know the
language. The more you know, the better you’ll be able to make an informed decision on which
loan…and loan company…is best for you.

Here’s a rundown of the terms you’re going to see and the important items you need to watch out
for…
PAR. PAR is the lowest interest rate available without paying any discount points. And it
should be the baseline for all your comparisons. Most mortgage lenders get hourly
computer updates on the current PAR rate. You have every right to see the current
PAR rate so you can make a wise decision on whether to go for PAR or buy down the
interest rate on your loan by paying points (as we talked about earlier).
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ORIGINATION FEE. Watch out here! This is what most mortgage companies charge to
“originate” your loan. And it’s pure profit for the mortgage lender. The traditional fee
is 1% of your total loan amount. If it is more than 1% you need to know why.
DISCOUNT POINTS. Watch out here as well! As I mentioned earlier, discount points are
actually pre-paid interest amounts that can be used to buy down, or lower, your
interest rate over the life of your loan.
Make sure you know what the current PAR rate is when making your decision about
whether to pay discount points. Otherwise you won’t know if your points (usually 1%
of your loan amount) are actually being used to reduce your interest rate or simply
being put into your lender’s pocket!
LOCK PERIOD. Watch out here as well! Make certain you know what your lender is
quoting you! The lock period is the period of time that a quoted interest rate/discount
point combination can be guaranteed. The shorter the lock period, the lower the rates.
If you’re quoted a 15 day lock, make sure you can close your loan in 15 days,
otherwise if market rates to up, you’ll be subject to a higher rate loan at closing.
YIELD SPREAD PREMIUM (YSP). This is a hidden kick-back to the mortgage lender!
You need to ask if your loan will have a Yield Spread Premium at closing. If there is,
then you’re paying a higher interest rate than you should be.
See, YSP’s are payments the mortgage lender receives for selling you a higher interest
rate than you could qualify for. This is, in essence, a kickback lenders can get that
won’t be disclosed until closing. Although it’s not money directly out of your pocket,
you will pay the difference by paying higher interest rates every month for the life of
your loan.
SERVICE RELEASE PREMIUM. Here’s another hidden kickback! SRP’s are additional
fees mortgage lenders can receive for giving another company the right to collect your
mortgage payments. This fee can range from ½ point to 2 points, depending on the
type of loan and the loan size. Most mortgage brokers keep this cash as additional
profit.
JUNK FEES. Pay attention here! Junk fees are all of those small items, such as warehouse
fees, document preparation fees and messenger services, flood fees, tax service fees,
administration fees, processing fees, underwriting fees, etc., that most lenders add on
to their origination fees. Some mortgage lenders mark these fees up to generate extra
profit. Make certain you find out what fees you’ll have to pay – and make certain
they’re not marked-up!
APPRAISAL AND CREDIT REPORTS. Warning! Make sure these outside services are
not marked-up by your lender. Appraisal and credit reports are provided by outside
vendors and are usually standard in each market. Other costs are also standard,
including insurance and tax impounds; termite inspections; and title, escrow, and
recording fees. These expenses are NOT part of the cost of the loan itself and should
not figure into your mortgage lender decision.
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Secret #5: Here Are 17 Questions You MUST Ask A Mortgage Lender.
OK, so you’re now armed to the teeth with information…probably more information than
you ever wanted to know. But you can see how important this is. By taking a few minutes to
understand how the “game” works, you can save yourself thousands of dollars, and get a loan
that best fits your personal situation.
But we’re not done yet. It’s now time to meet with your lender, or lenders, face to face.
Now, at this point, he or she is going to ask you a lot of questions. And it’s easy to let this game
go down a “one way street,” with them asking all the questions. But that’s not in your best
interests.
You need to ask a few questions of your own. And to help you in the process, I’ve
provided you with 17 important, probing questions to help you “flush-out” the very best
mortgage for you…
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the PAR interest for my type of loan today?
Will I be charged an origination fee? If so, how much?
Will I be charged separate discount points? If so, how much?
Will you get a Yield Spread Premium payment for placing my loan? If so, how much is it?
(remember, this is nothing but a kickback mortgage lenders get for selling you a higher interest loan
than you qualify for. Watch out here!)
5. If there IS a YSP, ask: Can I receive full credit for the Yield Spread Premium to reduce my
closing costs?
6. Do you get a Service Release Premium? How much is it?
7. Will I be charged a separate processing fee? How much is it?
8. Will I be charged a separate document preparation fee? How much is it?
9. Will I be charged a separate underwriting fee?
10. Will I be charged a separate tax service fee?
11. Will I be charged a separate flood certification fee?
12. Will there be additional fees at closing?
13. What is the total of all these costs?
14. If I apply for a loan this afternoon, can I hold you to these costs?
15. Is there a Lock Period with this loan? If so, how long?
16. What will my annual percentage rate be with this loan?
17. Instead of all these separate charges, can you offer just one simple fee, and promise to give
me the PAR interest rate?
Remember, you have a right to this information, and any reputable mortgage lender will
answer these questions without hesitation. Never feel that you’re imposing on them. Don’t let
them confuse you.
This is a game, and you must know the rules and strategy in order to compete effectively.
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Secret #5: Work Out A Cost Comparison On Several Lenders To
Locate The Perfect Loan!
OK, here’s where all your hard work pays off. At some point you’re going to need a way
to evaluate one loan program from another. Here’s a helpful cost comparison sheet to help in the
process…

Loan Type
Interest Rate
PAR Rate
Purchase Price Of Home
Loan Amount
Lock Period
Fees:
Origination Fee
Mortgage Service Fee
Discount Points
Yield Spread Premium
Service Release Premium
Processing Fee
Underwriting Fee
Document Prep Fee
Tax Service Fee
Flood Certification
Other Loan Fees
Total Loan Fees:
Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

Example
30 Year Fxd
7.125%
7.000%
$ 156,250
$ 125,000
30 days

Lender #1

Lender #2

Lender #3

Lender #4

$

1,250
200
225
200
69
24
unknown
$
1,968
7.187%

NOTE: The Yield Service Premium is a kickback lenders give to mortgage companies to sell you a loan higher
than the lowest rate you could get. In this example, the rate quoted is 1/8th percentage higher than par, but the Yield
Service Premium goes to you, the borrower to offset loan costs. It’s your choice: take a slightly higher rate and
lower your costs, or get the lowest interest rate available.

Once you’ve take the time to compare your financial alternatives with several lenders,
you’ll have a good picture of all the costs you’ll have to pay to get the right home loan for you.
Now, there’s another little tip I want to give you that can save you tens of thousands of
dollars in interest once you get your loan. And here it is…

Secret #6: Here’s A Special Technique To Save You Tens Of
Thousands On Mortgage Interest
Did you know that on a $150,000, 8% fixed-rate, 30-year loan you would save over
$68,868 in interest and pay off your loan 7 years early if you made just the equivalent of ONE
extra mortgage payment every year??
What’s the catch? Nothing really…just a little “smart” financial management at work.
Now, you may have heard of programs that do things like this, called “Bi-Weekly” payment
programs. There are lots of bi-weekly programs out there and lenders promote them frequently.
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What are “Bi-Weekly” programs? It’s where either a 3rd party or your lender collects your
mortgage payment bi-weekly rather than monthly and applies it to your outstanding principal
balance on your loan. This helps to minimize the total interest you pay on your loan by
increasing the frequency of payments you make (each payment being about half your normal
amount).
And the reason why they promote them is because the lender (or 3rd party) makes money
off administering these programs to you. But what you probably didn’t know is…
There Is A Much More Simplified Way To Accomplish The Very Same Thing
Without Any Lenders Or 3rd Parties Taking Their “Cut” Out Of Your Pocket!
No kidding! Here’s how it works…
Just about every loan you get will allow you to prepay it in whole or in part without any
penalty. Here’s what you do. Take your current monthly principal and interest payment you
make on your current loan (don’t include impounds for taxes, fees or other costs – just principal
and interest. If you don’t know what it is, ask your mortgage lender for an amortization schedule
of your loan). Multiply that number by 13. Then divide that total by 12 to get your new
“accelerated” monthly payment.
That number becomes your new mortgage payment that will give you these whopping
savings. Let’s take an example using the $150,000, 8% fixed, 30-year loan mentioned above.
Here’ what you do:
How To Save A Fortune On Your Mortgage:
1. Enter Your Monthly Principal & Interest Payment
2. Multiply That Payment By 13
3. Divide That Amount (#2) By 12 Again
4. Subtract #1 from #3: For Your Accelerated Monthly Payment

Example

$

$

Your Loan

1,100.65
14,308.45
1,192.37
91.72

Do you see what’s happening here? By adding just $91.72 per month to your current
mortgage payment, you can save over $68,868 in interest over the term of your loan, PLUS pay
your loan off 7 years earlier than a conventional payment schedule.
Just a slight accelerated payment schedule can make a world of difference in savings to
you…and your ultimate net worth! The larger your mortgage and the higher your interest rate,
the more benefit you get by using this simple mortgage acceleration calculation.

Secret #8: Use A BUYERS REPRESENTATIVE!
There’s a huge difference between a Buyers Representative and other agents. First and
foremost, if you don’t have a specific agreement to be represented by your agent…
Chances Are, YOUR Agent Represents The SELLER!
Yes, it’s true. And the question you have to ask yourself is… “Is this person going to
represent MY interests?”
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Think about this: If you had to go to court, would you use the same attorney the opposing
side was using?
I think you know the answer! But did you know that by creating a “buyers representation”
with your agent, you not only get someone representing you, but…
! A buyers representative doesn’t cost you a nickel more than any other agent. Even though they
represent you, they’re still paid out of the standard commission…
! Buyer representation is easy to enter into, and will support ONLY your interests. This includes
finding your home, helping with financing, and negotiating the best possible deal for YOU...
! A buyers representative will keep everything about you and your deal CONFIDENTIAL!
OK, so you know the difference between any agent and creating a “buyers representation.”
But did you know what a good agent can do for you?
! A good agent knows the area you want to buy in because he/she is out constantly looking at
homes…
! A good agent can spot trouble for you. He or she will be experienced at looking at homes and
will see things you might not see…
! A good agent will greatly simplify the buying process…
! A good agent will give you MOTIVATED, reliable financing sources and options…
! A good agent will refer you to proven inspectors, title and escrow officers, and other service
providers you’ll need.
Most importantly, you need to know that…
There Are “Real Estate Agents”…
And Then There Are Committed Professionals.
Which One Do YOU Want Representing Your Interests?
I hope the information above has given you helpful advice for helping you finance your
next home. And at this point, you’re probably pretty clear that, in order to find the right home
and save money, you need someone competent and professional to represent YOUR interests.
Over the past several years, I have recognized this fact, which is why I sent you this
special report, and structure my practice around giving the most competent service possible.
For example, I have a full-time assistant, a full-time marketing specialist, two offices,
two computers, a cell phone, a pager, 3 phone lines, 6 voice messaging hotlines, and a toll-free
number. To the untrained person, this looks like a lot of overhead. But to me, every person and
system pays off dividends in satisfied clients. They’re PROFIT centers, not costs.
There’s a difference between agents who simply sell real estate, and those who COMMIT
to whatever it takes to serve a clients beyond their expectations. I’ve been involved with real
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estate over 10 years. But more importantly, I’ve closed over 27 transactions and $12 million in
home sales for this year alone. I am a full-time Realtor. I have a college education and a
complete resume for your review.
I also make it a priority to educate you on every aspect of buying a home in your
preferred area. I have a long list of past clients and professional references who you can call at
any time to discuss the quality of my service and follow-up.
I guarantee everything I do in writing. This places the burden of risk and performance on
ME, not you. I also have references to reputable people in mortgage lending, appraisals, title and
escrow companies, tax specialists, and attorneys. These are people I have used in other
transactions.
Each day, I speak with over 30 people directly related to buying or selling real estate.
And I receive over 80% of my new clients through referrals and repeat business. My personal
marketing involves such outstanding and continued service to my existing clients and personal
network, they are inclined to share my services with family and friends.
I’m Not Saying These Things To Impress You,
But Impress UPON You The Difference Between A Real Estate Agent,
And A Competent, Dedicated Professional
Buying and selling real estate can be tricky business. And selecting the wrong Realtor
can cost you a lot of money, headaches, and wasted time. That’s why I designed a specific
program designed for buyers like you. I call it my…

Exclusive “Preferred Buyer Program”
My Preferred Buyers Program is absolutely FREE to you. Here’s what you’ll get when
you enroll…
! A Free Subscription to my “Home Locator” program. I’ll create a custom search model
based on your personal home needs. Then enter you into our Home Search system where our
computers will sift through the market each night to find hidden bargains and new listings
before anyone else. Each day, I’ll forward to you homes on the market that meet your
personal desires.
! I’ll evaluate the value of your chosen home so you buy the most home for your dollar…the
very same way I described earlier…
! Negotiate the best possible deal for you so you avoid costly traps and pitfalls…
! Help you locate the most affordable financing in the market and for your situation…
! Coordinate all inspections, appraisals, escrow and title services, with the very best firms, so
you can feel confident and focus on other important tasks during your move…
! Because of my experience, I’ll make the entire process HASSLE FREE for you
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! Everything you do with me stays COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. Agents won’t be
discussing your personal or confidential affairs because they represent only the seller!
! FREE BONUS: FREE APPRAISAL – a $400 value. If you call before the expiration date on
the enclosed coupon, and I find your home, I’ll buy your appraisal. Learn your home’s value
from someone in YOUR court.
All you have to do is locate the coupon at the end of this report and call me at the phone
number on the coupon.
But Don’t Wait!
You’ll notice I placed an expiration date on the attached coupon. I did this for a very
good reason. I enjoy working with clients, and sometimes my practice gets booked up fast. In
order to make sure I have undivided time for you, I need to hear from you immediately so there
are no time conflicts in helping you.
Plus I know there’s a natural tendency to procrastinate. To put off important decisions.
But the more you procrastinate, the more pressure ultimately rests with you.
So call now at 957-9921 (direct line), and I’ll immediately arrange a convenient time to
meet, and share with you my Exclusive Preferred Buyer Program.

Sincerely yours,

Phillip Cantrell
Benchmark Realty, LLC

P.S. Once you have read this report completely, make a list of areas you would like to discuss, and
call me at 957-9921 to enroll in my Exclusive Preferred Buyer Program. I’m confident I’ll help you
find the right home, at the right price, and save thousands in the process.
My services are Free to buyers.
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Find Your Perfect Home At The Right Price, Save Thousands When
Buying, Locate Affordable Financing, And Get A FREE APPRAISAL
And CONFIDENTIAL CREDIT REPORT!

Exclusive Preferred Buyer Program
The bearer of this offer is entitled to receive the services of my Exclusive Preferred
Buyers Program. This program includes…
! Free Subscription to my “Home Locator” Program. I’ll create a custom search model based on
your personal home needs. Then enter you into our Home Search System where our computers
will sift through the market each night to find the perfect home to meet your needs and wants –
including hidden bargains and new listings before anyone else…
! Evaluate the value of your chosen home so you buy the most home for your dollar…
! Negotiate the best possible deal for you so you avoid costly traps and pitfalls…
! Help you locate the most affordable financing in the market and for your situation…
! Coordinate all inspections, appraisals, escrow and title services, with the very best firms, so you
can feel confident and focus on other important tasks during your move…
! FREE BONUS: FREE APPRAISAL – a $400 value. If you call before the expiration date, and I
find your home, I’ll buy your appraisal. Learn your home’s true value from someone in YOUR
court.
This offer expires:

12/31/07

The Phillip Cantrell Team
Benchmark Realty, LLC
(615) 371-1544
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